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eference-frequency generation by
aman-enhanced four-photon mixing

onia Martı́n López, Miguel González Herráez, Pedro Corredera, Marı́a Luisa Hernanz,
nd Antonio Corróns

Reference-frequency generation for optical fiber instrumentation is now restricted to the frequency bands
in which the reference materials have well-resolved absorption lines. We study analytically and exper-
imentally the possibility of generating reference wavelengths by use of Raman-enhanced four-photon
mixing in an optical fiber. We show that it is possible to generate efficiently frequencies that are 10–40
nm away from the absorption bands of the usual reference materials: acetylene �12C2H2�, hydrogen
cyanide �HCN�, and similar or derived species. As a demonstration we use an acetylene cell to generate
reference frequencies that cover the whole C �1530–1565 nm� and some part of the L �1565–1625 nm�
transmission bands of the optical fiber. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2300, 060.4370, 190.4380, 190.5650.
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. Introduction

n the modern communication systems that use
ense wavelength-division multiplexing, the infor-
ation is sent through the fiber in many frequency

hannels whose center frequency is separated from
he others by 100, 50, or 25 GHz. The control of the
enter frequency of the channels must be very tight,
o that there is no cross talk between channels. As
he frequency difference between channels becomes
maller �compared with the values of the center fre-
uency�, the control of emission frequencies must be
ighter.

The use of reference frequencies is interesting for
he characterization of wavelength-measurement
ystems and of optical spectrum analyzers. These
nstruments are extremely necessary for the effective
mplementation of wavelength-division multiplexing
ystems. A fundamental method for the generation
f reference wavelengths in the fiber bands of interest
s based on the stabilization of lasers in the molecular
r atomic absorption lines of some gases �basically
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cetylene �12C2H2�, hydrogen cyanide �HCN�, and
imilar or derived species1–4�.
The main problem with this method is that we are

imited by the use of reference gas cells at frequencies
n which they have well-resolved absorption lines.
he International Telecommunication Union �ITU�
as established a group of useful transmission bands
f the fiber. If we want to obtain reference lines that
over all the ITU’s bands it is necessary to use more
han one cell or, more commonly, to use a reference
talon to extend the wavelength calibration. The
rst approach is expensive because it requires sev-
ral reference cells with accurate traceability. The
talon approach has greater error at frequencies far
rom the reference frequency. Here we present a
heoretical and experimental study of the possibility
f generating reference wavelengths by Raman-
nhanced four-wave mixing �FWM�.5,6 The impor-
ance of this paper lies in its showing an efficient way
o generate reference frequencies in bands that lie far
rom the absorption bands of the common reference
aterials, with an uncertainty that is basically com-

arable to that of the stabilization. At the basis of
ur method is FWM �or four-photon mixing� in optical
bers. Through this process two frequencies, �1 and
2, injected into the fiber generate another wave at

requency �3 � 2�2 � �1. If we can stabilize �1 and
2 in absorption lines of our reference material we
an generate through this process a third wave with
precisely known frequency. If the configuration of

he experiment is adequately chosen, we can possibly
enerate this wave in frequency regions that lie rel-
20 May 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 15 � APPLIED OPTICS 3185
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tively far from the absorption bands of the selected
eference material. We demonstrate also that Ra-
an assistance strongly improves the results of the

eneration. For example, we use only one 12C2H2
ell to generate reference frequencies along the whole
band and some part of the L band of the fiber �up to

574 nm�. With the use of Raman pump lasers with
ore power or of an absorption cell closer to the C

and center �for instance, 13C2H2� it would be possi-
le to generate reference wavelengths over the whole
and L bands, with the need for only a single refer-

nce material.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is

evoted to explaining the theoretical analysis of the
rocess of Raman-enhanced FWM; in Section 3 we
escribe the experimental conditions and results;
ection 4 is devoted to describing the potential appli-
ation of FWM to the generation of reference wave-
engths close to ITU frequencies along the C band.
inally, in Section 5 we summarize the basic conclu-
ions obtained from this study.

. Theoretical Analysis

he response of an optical fiber to light becomes non-
inear for intense electromagnetic fields.7 There are
wo main factors that contribute to this response:
lectronic response and molecular response. The
lectronic component is almost instantaneous �a few
lectronic cycles�, and its effects on the light are elas-
ic �i.e., no energy is exchanged between the electro-
agnetic field and the dielectric medium�. This

omponent of the nonlinear response is responsible
or FWM, a phenomenon in which two input photons
re annihilated to generate two other photons of dif-
erent frequencies following energy-conservation
ules. The molecular response of the material �sili-
a� is much slower than the electronic component of
he response �of the order of tens of femtoseconds�,
nd its effects are inelastic �i.e., some energy is trans-
erred from the electromagnetic wave to the dielectric

edium�. This component is responsible for the Ra-
an effect in which one pump photon is annihilated

o produce a photon of lower energy, following photon
umber conservation rules �the rest of the energy is
ransferred to an optical phonon�.

We can analyze these two effects together by using
hird-order electric susceptibility ���3��. Although in
eneral doing so would involve a difficult tensor treat-
ent, we can make it scalar by using the common

ssumption of linear, aligned polarizations along the
ber distance. This substitution is not strictly valid

n conventional non-polarization-maintaining fibers,
ut the usual results when this assumption is made
re normally in good agreement with the experi-
ents. Experimentally we get polarization align-
ent at the input end of the fiber by introducing

olarization controllers.
For polarization alignment we can preserve only

he �xxxx
�3� component of the susceptibility tensor:

��3��	� � ��3� � ��3��	�, (1)
e R

186 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 15 � 20 May 2004
here the electronic ��e
�3�� and the Raman ��R

�3�� con-
ributions appear. 	 is the separation between
ump and probe frequencies. As in the research re-
orted in Ref. 8, we approximate the Raman contri-
ution to the nonlinear susceptibility by using a
orentzian function:

�R�	� �



1 � 

�e

�1
2 � �2

2

�1
2 � �2

2�1 � i�1	�
, (2)

here 
 is the fractional Raman contribution to the
onlinear coefficient �typically 0.18�. The adjust-
ble parameters �1 and �2 take the values 32 and 12
s, respectively.

For our specific problem we consider two continu-
us waves of wavelengths �1 and �2 propagating
long the fiber. We denote their slowly varying am-
litudes A1 and A2, respectively. Simultaneously,
e consider a continuous, counterpropagating Ra-
an pump with a slowly varying amplitude Ap at a
avelength �p. Figure 1 shows the locations of all

he waves that are involved in our problem. The
hree input wavelengths verify the relation that fol-
ows: �p  �1  �2. We consider �2 � �0, where �0
s the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber.
hrough FWM we get a new frequency component,
m, verifying that �m � 2�2 � �1. The frequency-
onversion efficiency depends on the optical phase
ifference among the four photons involved in the
rocess ��� � 2�2 � �1 � �m�. FWM is efficient only
hen this phase mismatch is close to zero ��� � 0�.
e can say that this occurs basically when pump
avelength �2 is close to �0 and frequency difference
2 � �1 is reasonably small. We consider that �1, �2,
nd �m experience the Raman gain generated by the
ump at �p. We also consider that the initial powers
1 and P2 are much lower than the Raman threshold,
o all Raman processes induced by them can be con-
idered negligible. All these assumptions are basi-
ally valid under our experimental conditions and
elp to simplify the solution greatly. Am is the
lowly varying amplitude of the wavelength gener-

Fig. 1. Wavelength arrangement.
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ted through FWM. We assume that this amplitude
s much smaller than the FWM pumps; thus

� Ap���� A1�, � A2���� Am�. (3)

mplicitly, we assume that the depletion of the Ra-
an pump and the FWM pumps is negligible. With

ll these considerations taken into account, it is pos-
ible to derive the propagation equations for all the
aves:

dAp

dz
�

�

2
Ap � i��0�� Ap�2Ap, (4)

dA1

dz
� �

�

2
A1 � i2��	1�� Ap�2A1, (5)

dA2

dz
� �

�

2
A2 � i2��	2�� Ap�2A2, (6)

dAm

dz
� �

�

2
Am � i2��	m�� Ap�2Am

� i�e A2
2A1* exp�i��z�, (7)

here

��	i� �
3�p

8ncAeff
��e � �R�	i��, (8)

�e �
3�2

8ncAeff
�e. (9)

In Eqs. �8� and �9�, n and Aeff are the refractive
ndex and the effective area of the fiber at the corre-
ponding frequency, respectively. As initial condi-
ions we take

� Ap�L��2 � Pp�L�, (10)

� A1�0��2 � P1�0�, (11)

� A2�0��2 � P2�0�, (12)

Am�0� � 0. (13)

At this point we take � � 0 �i.e., a fiber with no
osses�. The immediate solutions then are

Ap � �Pp�L� exp��iz��0� Pp�L��, (14)

A1 � �P1�0� exp�2iz��	1� Pp�L��, (15)

A2 � �P2�0� exp�2iz��	2� Pp�L��, (16)

Am � a�exp�4iz��	m� Pp�L��

� exp��2iz�*�	1� Pp�L��

� exp�i��z� � exp�2iz��	 � P �L���, (17)
m p
here

a �
i�e P2�0��P1�0�

b � c � d � e
, (18)

b � �2i��	m� Pp�L�, (19)

c � 4i��	2� Pp�L�, (20)

d � �2i�*�	1� Pp�L�, (21)

e � i��. (22)

To get numerical results from Eqs. �4�–�7� we must
ive some values to the fiber parameters. We as-
ume that we have 5 km of fiber with a nonlinear
oefficient of �e � 2.5 W�1 km�1. We estimate the
aman contribution, taking 
 � 0.13. This value
as obtained by measurement of the Raman gain

actor in the fiber and comparison of the result with
he expected �e. We have assumed that n and Aeff
eep constant over the wavelength range of interest.
he pump wavelength is fixed at �p � 1455 nm, and

ts power is Pp � 400 mW. For the FWM pumps we
onsider input powers P1 � 2 mW and P2 � 10 mW;
heir wavelengths are �2 � 1542.25 nm �which basi-
ally corresponds to the P27 line of the absorption
pectrum of 12C2H2; see Fig. 2� and �1, which varies
rom 1500 to 1540 nm �covering all the band in which
he acetylene has well-resolved absorption lines�, at
.05 nm wide intervals. For calculus of the phase
ismatch by unit length �� we make a fourth-order

pproximation:

�� � �2��1 � �2�
2 �

�4

12
��1 � �2�

4. (23)

To evaluate this approximation we need the
econd- and fourth-order derivatives of � at �2, i.e., �2
nd �4. Their values are fixed at �2.5 � 10�1

s2�km and 2.5 � 10�4 ps4�km, respectively. The
alue of �2 corresponds to the measured dispersion in
ur experimental conditions, whereas the value of �

ig. 2. Absorption spectrum of the 12CH2 cell contained in refer-
nce material 2517a.
4
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as extracted from typical values that appear in the
iterature. The contribution of �4 to �� is rather
mall, although it is noticeable in the wavelengths
hat lie far away from the pump.

Figure 3 shows the relation between FWM wave-
ength �m and its power, Pm. The two curves com-
are the FWM spectrum in the presence and in the
bsence of a Raman pump. There is an overall gain
n the converted power given by the Raman pump all
long the band of interest. As the Raman pump
ower grows, the difference between the two curves
ncreases. In our conditions, the mean gain in the
onverted power that is due to the presence of the
aman pump is approximately 15–20 dB. We can
lso observe that in absence of Raman pump power
here are some points at which Pm is zero, corre-
ponding to the points that verify that ��L � n2�.
hen the pump power is nonzero, Pm gets a much
ore nearly uniform aspect, and the lobes appear

rastically flattened. The aspect of the lobes gets
atter as the Raman pump power grows. So at this
oint we can conclude that, when the Raman pump is
resent, the output phase-matching conditions are

ig. 3. Theoretical estimation of FWM power related to wave-
ength, with and without a Raman pump.

ig. 4. Schematic of the experiment: TLSs, tunable lasers; CA, 1

ttenuator; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; DSF, dispersion-shift
188 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 15 � 20 May 2004
ess important in FWM. As we increase the pump
ower, that importance decreases.

. Experimental Results

o demonstrate the theoretical results we built the
xperiment that appears in Fig. 4. The experimen-
al conditions fit, almost exactly, the theoretical sit-
ation described in Section 2. The values of the

nput powers are those used in the previous calcula-
ions �P1 � 2 mW, P2 � 10 mW, and Pp � 400 mW;
ee above�. The characteristics of the fiber used in
he experiment are the same as those used in the
revious calculations. The outputs of the two tun-
ble lasers are delivered either to the fiber or to the
tabilization loop by switches SW1 and SW2.
hrough a control program we can stabilize the two

asers in different absorption lines of the gas cell. In
his way it is possible to update the state of the lasers
n periods not longer than a few hundreds of milli-
econds. The laser linewidths are approximately
50 kHz, to ensure that the stabilization is precise
nough. The FWM generated at �m � 2�2 � �1 will
ave a well-known frequency according to our rea-
oning described above. We can estimate the uncer-
ainty of the newly generated frequency by knowing
he uncertainty in the stabilization of the two lasers
o their corresponding absorption lines �see Section 4
elow for details�.
To compare with theoretical results, we lock the
avelength of laser TLS2 on the P27 absorption line
f 12C2H2, which is centered at �2 � 1542.2508 nm.
ith laser TLS1 we sweep the entire band from 1500

o 1540 nm while we measure the converted power.
s a reference cell we use Standard Reference Mate-
ial 2517a,9 whose spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2.
2C2H2 has absorption lines at 1511–1540 nm, so we
re capable of generating lines with precisely known
requencies that cover the whole C band and some
art of the L band �up to 1574 nm�. From Fig. 5 we
an see the experimental measure of the FWM power
gainst wavelength, with and without a Raman
ump. The resemblance between the theoretical
nd the experimental results is good, when one takes

2 cell; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; PM, powermeter; ATT,
ber �� � 1540.9 nm�; C, circulator; SWs, switches.
2C2H
ed fi
 0
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nto account the many approximations that have
een made in the theoretical treatment. Notice the
0-dB gain between zero Raman pump power and full
aman pump power. We can see that, along the
ntire band in which we are interested �1544–1574
m�, generation with a Raman pump produces pow-
rs higher than �50 dBm. Also note that, in some
oints close to 1544 nm, the generated power is as
igh as �5 dBm.

. Application to International Telecommunication
nion Frequencies

he results just described demonstrate that, if we use
he 12C2H2 absorption cell, we can generate reference
requencies in the region 1540–1574 nm. In this
ection we give a few examples of frequency settings
hat can be chosen to produce reference frequencies
n this region that are close to ITU nominal frequen-
ies. In Table 1 we list some input frequencies �with
he corresponding absorption lines�, in each case to-
ether with the generated frequency and the uncer-
ainty obtained for the new frequency, �fFWM. The
ncertainty of the new frequency depends only on the
ncertainties in the knowledge of the initial frequen-
ies ��f1 and �f2�. The uncertainties of the original
requencies depend basically on the linewidth of each

Fig. 5. Experimental results.

Table 1. Possible Reference Frequ

f1 �GHz�b f2 �GHz�b
fFWM

�GHz�

197 522.92 �R18� 194 386.35 �P27� 191 249.
197 580.99 �R15� 194 565.91 �P25� 191 550.
197 282.75 �R10� 194 565.91 �P25� 191 849.
196 832.35 �R3� 194 565.91 �P25� 192 299.
197 404.40 �R12� 195 001.93 �P20� 192 599.
196 123.05 �P6� 194 386.35 �P27� 192 649.
195 971.98 �P8� 194 386.35 �P27� 192 800.
195 580.99 �P13� 194 565.91 �P25� 193 550.

aIn all of these cases, �f2 � 0.1 GHz; f1 and f2 are the FWM pum
re the uncertainties of the corresponding frequencies.

bNumbers in parentheses are absorption lines.
bsorption and on the absorption of each line, and
hus they vary from line to line. The contribution of
he laser’s linewidth to the uncertainty is basically
egligible in our conditions. Note that the uncer-
ainty of the frequencies generated is always below
00 MHz.
A problem might arise in our setup when we try to
ake this configuration more efficient. FWM

auses the linewidth of the generated wave to be
everal times bigger than those of the original waves.
n the present configuration of the experiment, no
roblem with the linewidth of the generated wave,
as been detected; that is, the linewidth of the wave
emains negligible with respect to the stabilization
ncertainty. However, as the frequency conversion
ecomes more efficient, the linewidth of the FWM
rows accordingly. For higher conversion efficien-
ies, a trade-off would probably be established be-
ween the conversion efficiency and the uncertainty
n the generated wave: Better conversion efficiency
ould come at the expense of a bigger linewidth in

he new frequency. In our experiment we used la-
ers whose linewidths are not greater than 150 kHz,
value that is negligible in comparison with the sta-
ilization uncertainties of the FWM pumps. Be-
ause the conversion efficiency is rather low, the
inewidth of the FWM is still expected to be negligible
ompared with the uncertainty of the stabilization.

For such narrow-line-width lasers, another issue
rises: Brillouin scattering in the optical fiber.
his effect basically limits the amount of power that
an be delivered into the fiber with our narrow-
inewidth sources. For simplicity, this effect has
een neglected in the theoretical treatment, although
more-precise model should include it. To over-

ome this problem and achieve more efficiency, phase
ithering of the FWM pumps would be necessary, and
hus the uncertainty that is due to the linewidth
hould grow drastically.

. Conclusions

e have demonstrated that it is possible to generate
ew reference frequencies from other frequencies by
eans of fiber Raman-enhanced four-wave mixing.
e have shown that our configuration is extremely

s Compared with ITU Frequenciesa

fITU

�GHz�
�fFWM � fITU�

�MHz�
�f1

�GHz�
�fFWM

�GHz�

191 250 220 0.1 0.35
191 550 830 0.1 0.35
191 850 930 0.06 0.28
192 300 530 0.06 0.28
192 600 540 0.1 0.35
192 650 350 0.09 0.33
192 800 720 0.1 0.35
193 550 830 0.05 0.26

equencies, fFWM is the frequency of the four-wave mixing, and �fi
encie

78
83
07
47
46
65
72
83

p fr
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fficient for the generation of new references over a
road range of wavelengths. The uncertainty of the
ew frequency is basically comparable to the uncer-
ainty of the stabilization of the original FWM pump
aves.
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